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If X is a topological space, a subset A of C{X), the set of bounded continuous

real functions on X, is said to separate the points of X if for every pair x, y of

distinct points of X there is a function/in A with f{x)^f{ y). A space X is called

completely Hausdorff if C{X) separates the points of X. The Stone-Weierstrass

theorem states : If X is a compact Hausdorff space, and if A is a subalgebra of

C{X) which (i) separates the points of X and (ii) contains the constants, then A is

uniformly dense in C{X){2). In the following, we shall say the Stone-Weierstrass

theorem holds for a space X provided that X is completely Hausdorff, and that

every subalgebra of C{X) which satisfies (i) and (ii) is uniformly dense in C{X).

An extension space of a topological space X is a pair ( Y, h), where F is a topo-

logical space, n is a homeomorphism of X into Y, and h{X) is dense in Y; if h is the

identity map, the reference to n is omitted, and Y itself is called an extension space

of X; {Y, h) is called proper if h{X) is a proper subset of Y. We shall call a com-

pletely Hausdorff space X completely Hausdorff-complete if and only if X has no

proper extension space ( Y, h) such that F is a completely Hausdorff space.

A filter on a space X is called completely regular provided that it has a base SS of

open sets such that for each B in â§, there is a set £'<=£ in 38 and a function

fe C{X) which maps X into [0, 1], is 0 on £', and is 1 on X—B. In [3] Bana-

schewski proved that the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for a completely

Hausdorff space X if and only if every completely regular filter Jon I has the

property that C~\{F\Fe&}i=0. Using this result, we shall prove the following:

Theorem 1. The Stone- Weierstrass theorem holds for a completely Hausdorff

space X if and only if X is completely Hausdorff-complete.

Proof. Suppose that X has a proper extension space ( Y, h) such that F is a

completely Hausdorff space. Fix a point v in Y— h{X), and letZ={/£ C{h{X)) | /=

g | h{X), where g is in C{Y), and g{y)=0}. For each/£Z and number 0<r,

define W{f, t)={z\ -t<f{z)<t}, and let & be the filter on h{X) generated

by the collection of all finite intersections of elements of {W{f t) \ fe Z, 0 < r}.

It is not difficult to see that IF is a completely regular filter on h{X): take

(~){W{fi,ti)\i=l,...,n}eßr; for each integer i, l&itiM, choose a number
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0 < St < t¡ ; since the real line is normal, for each /' there exists a function g¡ e C(h(X))

such that gi(h(X))<=[0, 1], gi(W(fi, Si))=0, and gi(h(X)-W(fi, /())=1; then

g=max{gi}eC(h(X)), fl {W(fi, *i)}cH {W(fi, OK ^(H {^(/t^i)»=0, and
g(h(X)-f) {W(f, /,)})= 1. Thus h-\&) is a completely regular filter on X, but

since Y is completely Hausdorff, 0 =f| {¿ | ¿£ &}, so 0 =f) {«-1(£) I ¿£ ^},

which contradicts the assumption that the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for X.

Conversely, suppose that the Stone-Weierstrass theorem does not hold for X.

Then there exists (Zorn's lemma) a maximal completely regular filter 'S on X

such that H {G I G e &}= 0. Let F be the set lu {^}, topologized as follows:

a set O c y is open if and only if (i) O r\ X is open in X, and (ii) ^ £ O implies

0 n le i Clearly F is a proper extension space of X. We show that Y is com-

pletely Hausdorff. Let x e X. As f) {G | G e ^}= 0, there is a function /£ C(JSf)

such that/: Jif^ [0, l],/(x) = l, and/(G)=0, some Ge &. Define/': Y^ [0, 1]

by/'=/on *, and/'(^)=0. Then/'£C(F), and/'(*)#/'(^)- That C(Y) sep-

arates the points of X is a consequence of the fact that each function in C(X) has an

extension in C( Y).

Let g e C(X). Since [g(A^)] ~ is compact, there is a number / in the adherence of

the filter base gC&). Since % is a maximal completely regular filter, the inverse image

under g of each neighborhood of / is an element of %, i.e., g(f&) converges to /.

Thus the function g' defined by g'=g on X, and g'(&) = limg(&) is an extension

of g in C( Y).

It would be interesting to know when the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for

the product of a collection of topological spaces. As far as the author knows, the

following problem is unsolved : If {Xa \ a e A} is a collection of topological spaces

such that the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for each Xa,ae A, does the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem hold for n{Xa \ae A}1 The next theorem gives a partial

answer to this question.

Theorem 2. IfXx is a compact Hausdorff space, andifX2 is a space for which the

Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds, then the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for

Xx x X2. If {Xa | a e A}, is a collection of spaces with the property that the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem holds for their product X= \~[ {Xa \ a e A}, then the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem holds for each Xa, ae A.

Proof. For the first part, assume Xx and X2 have the given properties. Let

x = (xx, x2) and y=(yx, y2) be distinct points of XxxX2. Thenx,,^,, z'=l, or i=2,

so there is a function/in C(Xt) such that/(xf) ¥=f(yd- Hence/ ° pr( is in C(Xi x X2)

and satisfies/° pTt(x)^fo pTt(y). Suppose that ^ is a completely regular filter on

Xx x X2. We shall show that Ç\ {C \ C e <$} ̂ 0. The filter generated by pr2 (^)

has a base consisting of open sets since pr2 is an open mapping. Furthermore, it is

completely regular, for take an open set Ce pr2 (#), say C=pr2 (B), where Be <€.

There exists a set B'<=B in # and a function g in C(XX x X2) which maps Xx x X2

into [0, 1], is 0 on B', and is 1 on (Xx x X2)-B. For each number / £ (0, 1), let Ut be
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the open set pT2(g~1([0, 0))- Then whenever 0<i<r<l, we have pr2(£')<={75

<^Ut<=-Ut<=-C, for since Xx is compact, pr2 is a closed mapping. Define h: X2

-> [0, 1] by h{x) = 0 ifxeUt for all t e (0, 1), and h{x) = sup {t\x$ Ut} otherwise.

If 0<a<l, h-\[0,a)) = \J{Ut I t < a} and h~\{a, 1]) = U {^-^t I t>a} are open

sets. Hence h e C{X2), n(pr2 {B'))=0, and h{X2-C)= 1. By hypothesis the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem holds for X2 ; thus there is a point xe(~) {pr2 (C) | C e <&}.

Then S={Cnftx {*}) | C £ #} is a filter base on Xx x X2. prx {2), a filter base

on a compact space, has an adherent point y. Therefore, for C £ ^ and an arbitrary

open set Y<=Xx,ye Fimplies C r\ {Yx{x}) = C n {Xx x{x}) n {Yx X2)¿ 0, i.e.,

{y, x) is an adherent point of c6. Since the adherence of a completely regular filter

is the same as the intersection of all the sets belonging to it, ( v, x) e Ç\ {C \ Ce <€}.

For the second statement, we assume the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for

X = n {^a I o e A} and consider a factor space Xb.

Let x„ and yb be distinct points of Xb. For each ae A—{b}, fix zae Xa, and

define x„=ja=za. Set x={xa\aeA) and v=(v0|a£.4). jc^j>, so there is a

function fe C{X) such that f(x)=£f{y). Define Z6 = Jir6, Za={z0} if a+b, and

Z=Yl{Za\ae A}. Let i^pr^Z"1 and/'=/o /. Then/' £ C(Z„), and/'(x»)#/0'*).

Let IF be a completely regular filter on A^, and consider the filter generated by

pri"1 (F). Take G = pr¿"x (£), £ a set in J. There is a function g £ C{Xb) and an

open set F'<=FinF such that g(£')=0, g(Jf6-£) = 1, and g{Xb)c: [0, 1]. The open

set G' = pr6_1 (£')<= G is in vib1{F), and the function g°prbeC{X) satisfies

g opr¡,(G')=0, g°pr6(Ar-G)=l, and g °pib(X)<=[0,l]. Hence the filter gen-

erated by pr¿"J {F) is completely regular and has an adherent point x. prb {x)

ef]{F\FeF}.
By similar reasoning one can prove:

Theorem 3. Let X be a space for which the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds, and

suppose that R is an equivalence relation on X. Then the Stone- Weierstrass theorem

holds for the quotient space X/R if and only ifX/R is completely Hausdorff.

Although the Stone-Weierstrass theorem does not hold for every completely

Hausdorff space, it can be shown that every completely Hausdorff space has an

extension space for which it does hold.

Let A1 be a completely Hausdorff space, and let JÜ be the set of all maximal

completely regular filters on X which have empty adhérences. We shall denote by

X' the topological space whose points are the elements of X u J( and whose open

sets are generated by {V*\ V is open in X}, where V*=Vu{FeJi \ Ve F}. We

shall call X' the completely Hausdorff-completion of X. In general, if £ is an ex-

tension space of a topological space S, the rrace filters of T are the filters &~(t),

t £ T— S, where F{t) is the filter on S generated by the traces U n S of the neigh-

borhoods U<=T of t. In case S is completely Hausdorff and £=5', F(F) =F if

F £ S' — S, i.e., the trace filters of S' are the maximal completely regular filters F

on S such that (~) {G \ G e F} = 0.
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If X and Z are topological spaces, we shall denote by C(X, Z) the set of all

continuous mappings of X into Z.

Suppose that F is a completely Hausdorff space which is completely regular.

Then Y' is the Stone-Cech compactification of F (see [1]). It is well known that Y'

has the following properties: if Z is a compact Hausdorff space, then each function

in C( Y, Z) has a unique extension in C( Y', Z) ; Y' is locally connected if and only

if Y is locally connected and pseudocompact [11] ; F' is connected if and only if Y

is connected; C(Y) and C(Y') are isomorphic, and if R is the set of all real num-

bers, C( Y') and C( Y, R) are isomorphic only if F is pseudocompact. The next

theorem shows that almost all of these properties hold for F' if Y is completely

Hausdorff, but not necessarily completely regular.

Theorem 4. Let X be a completely Hausdorff space. The completely Hausdorff-

completion X' of X has the following properties.

(i) IfZ is a compact Hausdorff space, then each function in C(X, Z) has a unique

extension in C(X', Z).

(ii) The Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for X'.

(iii) X' is locally connected if and only if X is locally connected and each trace

filter has a base consisting of connected open sets.

(iv) X' is not locally connected unless X is locally connected and pseudocompact.

(v) X' is connected if and only if X is connected.

(vi) C(X') and C(X) are isomorphic, and if R is the set of all real numbers,

C(X') and C(X, R) are isomorphic only if X is pseudocompact.

(vii) If (Y, h) is an extension space of X such that Y is completely Hausdorff-

complete, each element of C(h(X)) has an extension in C( Y), and each trace filter

of Y is a completely regular filter on h(X), then there is a one-to-one function

geC(Y, X') for which g(Y) = X' and go h is the identity on X.

Proof, (i) Let fe C(X, Z). By almost the same argument as one given in the

proof of Theorem 1, one can show that/(^) is a convergent filter base if & is a

maximal completely regular filter on X. Define /' by f'(x) =f(x) if x e X, and

f'(je) = lim f(JP) ifJPeX'-X. Take S? e X' - X, and choose open sets O and P

such that/X^EGcÖcP. As f'(SF) = limf(SF), there is a set Ve J*" open in X

such that/(F)<=G. Necessarily the open neighborhood V* of & has the property

that/'(F*)<=¿, for suppose there is a filter S? e V* such that limf(&) £ Ö: there

exists an open set J''(&) e W, with O n W= 0 ;f~\W) e & since f(^S) converges to

f'C$) ; also V e & since <$ e V* ; but then 0 = V n / - *( W) e <8, which is impossible.

Therefore, /' is continuous at SF. The proof that /' is continuous at an arbitrary

point of X is similar. Thus /' £ C(X', Z). Clearly /' | X=f. Since X is dense in X',

and the space Z is Hausdorff, /' is unique.

(ii) Since X is completely Hausdorff, and since by (i) each function in C(X) has

an extension in C(X'), C(X') separates the points of X. If x e X, and if SF e X' — X,

then because f) {F \ Fe SF}= 0, we can choose a function fe C(X) such that
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/(*) = 1, and/(£)=0, some FeF; the extension/' of/in C(X') has the property

that f'{x) = l ¿0=f'{F). C{X') also separates the points of X'-X, for suppose

that &, tfe X'-X, ^S^tf-.as^S and tf are distinct maximal completely regular

filters on X, there exist sets G £ ^ and Hetf such that G Ci H= 0 ; furthermore,

G and H can be chosen so that there is a function ge C{X) such that g(G)=0,

and g{H) = l; then the extension g' of g in C{X') satisfies g'{^)=0^l=g\tf).

Hence A" is completely Hausdorff.

Let F be a completely regular filter on A"'. We wish to show that (~){F\ FeF}

v¿ 0. If there is a point x £ X such that * £ f] {£ | £ £ F}, we are done. Suppose that

H {£<"> A" | ££^=0, and let a? be the filter on X generated by {£ n X \ FeF}.

Then ^ is completely regular, so there is a maximal completely regular filter tf on

A" such that Sí<=^ and f| {H \ Hetf} = 0. Then tf e X'-X, and since 9cjft

F n A n Hï 0, for every £ £ J and # e ^f Therefore, £ n //* ^ 0, for every

£ £ J and Hetf. This implies ̂ f is in the adherence of F, for {K* | V is open in A"}

is closed under the taking of finite intersections and so actually is a base for the

topology of A". As F is completely regular, 0 # f] {£ | £ e F}.

(iii) A filter ^ on a topological space £ is called open provided that it has a base

consisting of open sets. An open filter ^ is called connected provided that whenever

Ou Pe^,0 and £ disjoint open sets, either O e % or £ e e€. In [4] it is shown that

a maximal completely regular filter on a space £ is connected. The principal result

of [2] is : Let £ be an extension space of £ each of whose trace filters is connected.

Then £is locally connected if and only if £is locally connected and each trace filter

has a base consisting of connected open sets.

(iv) By (iii) A" is not locally connected unless Xis locally connected. Suppose that

X is not pseudocompact, and let Y be the completely regular Hausdorff space

which has the same points as X, and whose topology is determined by C(A"), or,

equivalently, C(A", £), where £ is the set of all real numbers. Then C(A", R)

= C( Y, R), so Y is not pseudocompact.

In [10] Glicksberg proved that if Z is a completely regular space, then the follow-

ing are equivalent:

(a) Z is pseudocompact.

(b) For every sequence {Vn} of nonempty open sets with disjoint closures, {Vn}

has a cluster point, that is, a point x such that for every m and neighborhood F of x

there exists an n è m for which V r\ Vn # 0.

In [11] it was noted that (b) is equivalent to the condition:

(c) For every sequence {Vn} of nonempty open sets with disjoint closures,

(J {Fn} is not closed if {Vn} is infinite. Therefore, since the space Fis completely

regular, but not pseudocompact, it fails to satisfy (c).

Altering slightly Banaschewski's proof in [2] (that the Stone-Cech compacti-

fication of a completely regular Hausdorff space Z is not locally connected unless Z

satisfies (c)), we shall show that A" cannot be locally connected. A corollary to

Banaschewski's method of proof is : If Z is a completely regular space which does
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not satisfy (c), then there is a sequence of nonempty open sets 0(i, k)<^Z(i=l,

2,...;k = l,2,...) with the following properties: for all i,j, k, t, i^j implies

0(i, k) n 0(j, /)= 0 ; for all i,j,k,jik implies 0(i,j)<=0(i,k); the filter if

generated by the sets (J {0(s, i)\s^ /'}, /*= 1, 2,... is a completely regular filter on

Z with empty adherence.

As Fis completely regular and does not satisfy (c), we may choose a filter ^ on F

and sets 0(i, &)<= Y as above. Since X and Y have the same points, and since the

topology of F is weaker than the topology of X,1^isa completely regular filter on X.

H {C | Ce%} = 0, so there is a trace filter SF of X' such that «"c^ By an

argument identical to one given in [2], it can be shown that SF does not have a base

consisting of connected open subsets of X: if F is a connected subset of X such that

¿C(J {0(s, i) | s^i}, some /, then necessarily FcO(j, /), some i=/, so

Fn[\J{0(t,s+l)\t^s+l})= 0,

from which it follows that F £ SF. By (iii) A" cannot be locally connected.

(v) is a consequence of (i) and the fact that X' is an extension space of X.

The known proof (see [9]) that (vi) holds for a completely regular Hausdorff

space X also shows that (vi) holds for a completely Hausdorff space X which is not

necessarily completely regular.

(vii) If ye Y—h(X), we shall denote by i^(y) and i^(y) the following filters:

~y(y) is the filter on Y generated by {U\U is open in Y, ye U, and for some

feC(Y),f(y)=0,f(Y-U) = l, and/(F)<=[0, 1]}; 1T(y) is the filter on h(X)
generated by {Un h(X) \ Ue-T(y)}. If V is open in h(X), V is defined to be

Vu {ye Y-h(X) \ VeiT(y)}. We shall show that the following hold: (a) for

each y e Y—h(X), i^(y) is a maximal completely regular filter on Y; (b) for each

y e Y-h(X), i^(y) is a maximal completely regular filter on h(X); (c) the function

e defined by e(y)=h~1(ifr(y)) is a one-to-one mapping of Y—h(X) onto the set of

all trace filters of X' ; (d) if V is open in h(X), then V is open in F; (e) if V is open

in X, then for each ye [h(V)]~-h(V), e(y)e V*; (f) the function g defined by

g(h(x))=x if xeX, and g(y) = e(y) if y e Y—h(X) is a one-to-one continuous

mapping of F onto X'.

(a) Let y e Y— h(X), and suppose that & is a completely regular filter on F such

that -r~(y)<=SF Since Fis completely Hausdorff-complete, (~\{F\ FeSF}^ 0.

Since F is completely Hausdorff, {y} = C\{V\ VeV(y)}. As Ç\{F\Fe^}

cp){F| F£^.v)},,£n{¿|¿e^},soJrcrTrOO.

(b) Let y e Y—h(X), and suppose that 'S is a completely regular filter on «(A")

such that lF(^)<=^. Take Ge 'S, and choose a set G'^G in ^ and a function

/£ C(«(Jf)) such that/(«(*)) <=[<>, 1],/(G')=0, and f(h(X)-G)= 1. Let g £ C(F),
g|«(A-)=/ Since iT(y)cz<S, G' nU*0 for all Ue-T(y), so if 0</, g'HtO, 0)

n {/^ 0 for all Ue"f(y). As ^(j) is a maximal completely regular filter on F,

g-*([0, t))eT(y) for each />0. Therefore, GeW(y), for (js/'HIO, i))="(Ar)

r> arm})) £nr(y), so srcuroo.
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(c) Let y £ Y—h{X). By (b) i^iy) is a maximal completely regular filter on h(X).

Since Y is completely Hausdorff, Hi^l WeW(y)}= 0. As A-1 is a homeo-

morphism of h{X) onto X, h " 1(i^'( v)) is a maximal completely regular filter on X,

and 0 =0 {^ I W^h-\iT{y))}. Hence e{y) is a trace filter of A".

Take j», z £ F-A(A"), j>#z. Since F is completely Hausdorff, we may choose a

function fe C{Y) such that /O0 #/(z). For each r>0, let 0{t) = {se Y\f{y)-t

<f{s)<f{y) + t}- Then 0(0 e ^{y), each />0. Take w>0 so that z £ 0(u), and

choose a number 0 < v < u and a function g £ C( F) such that g{ F)c [0,1], g(0(t>))

=0, and g{ Y- 0{u)) = 1. Define j by j(s) =l-g{s) if se Y. Then j e C( F), A Y)

c[0, 1], y(z)=0, XF-(F-0(t>)))=l, and zeY-Ö{v), so F-Ö>) £ r{z).

0{v) n A(A-) £ W(y), h{X)-0(v) e iT(z), and 0{v) n A(A-) n (A(A-)- 0(v))= 0,

so iTOO^iz). As A"1 is one-to-one, e(j)=A~ WjO)^'Wz)) = e(4

Let F be a trace filter of A". We wish to show that there is a point v £ F-A(A")

for which e(y)=F. Since A is a homeomorphism, h(F) is a maximal completely

regular filter on A(A1, and 0 = f| {£ I £ e A^)}. Let Z={/e C{h{X)) \f(h{X))

<=[0,1], and for some G,G'eh{F), G'^G, /(G')=0, and/(A(A')-G)=l}. For

each/eZ, denote by/' the extension off in C(F), and let Z'={/' |/eZ}. For

each/' eZ' and f>0, let F(/', t)=f'-1([0,t)), and let <S be the filter on F gen-

erated by the set of all finite intersections of elements of {V{f, t) \f eZ' and

r>0}. By an argument similar to one given in the proof of Theorem 1, ^ can be

shown to be a completely regular filter on F. Let tf be a maximal completely

regular filter on F such that 'S'^tf. Since F is completely Hausdorff-complete,

C\{H\Hetf}*0. If G £ h{F), G^f~\[0, ¿))=A(A0 n V{f', i), some /£ Z,
so A(A") n H {# I ¿/e^KO {G I Ge ^} n A(A-)<=p| {G | Ge h{F)}= 0. Thus
there is a point v £ ( F-A(A*)) (^(^{H] He tf}. The maximality of tf implies that

tf = r{y). Since /-1([0,i))=A(A')nF(/',i) and F(/',i)er{y) if feZ,

/_1([0,i))£7^(^), each/£Z. Furthermore, if Geh{F), G=>/-J([0,})), some

fe Z, so G £ ^(j). Hence Aí^ct^Xj), and since h(F) is a maximal completely

regular filter on A(A"), it follows that h{F) = itr{y). The point y then has the

property that e{y)=A - K^i jO)=A " \h(F))=J5:

(d) If ye Y-h{X), iT{y) and the trace filter F{y) of F are identical: by

definition '^r(y)czF{y); by hypothesis ^Yj>) is a completely regular filter on A(A");

(b) then implies that Hr{y)=F{y).

In general, if S is a topological space, if T is an extension space of 5, and if V is

open in S, then V u {/ e T- S \ Ve F{t)} is open in £ [2].

(e) If V is open in X, then for each ye [h(V)]~ -h{V), h(V)eiT(y), so V

=h~\h{V)) e h~l{iT{y))=e{y), and hence e{y) e V*.

(f) Since A-1 is a one-to-one mapping of A(A") onto X, (c) implies that g is a

one-to-one mapping of F onto A". Let je F-AÍA"), and suppose that IF is open

in A", with g{y) e W. Then there is a set V open in X such that g(j) e V*<^W. By

(d) [A(F)]~ is open in F, and j £ [h{V)]~, for g(.y) e V* implies F£g(v) so that

A( F) e ")F( j). As a consequence of (e) and the definition of g, g([h{ V)] ~ ) <= V* <= IF.
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Thus g is continuous at y. The proof that g is continuous at each point of h(X) is

similar.

We conclude the proof of Theorem 4 with the remark that proofs of (i) and (ii)

different from those given here can be obtained which depend on the properties of

the Stone-Cech compactification Y' of the completely regular Hausdorff space F

whose points are those of X and whose topology is determined by C(X).

The author does not know if the converse of (iv) in Theorem 4 holds, but, as the

following example shows, if X is a locally connected, pseudocompact, completely

Hausdorff space, and if Y is a completely Hausdorff-complete extension space of X

such that each function in C(X) has an extension in C( Y), then Y is not necessarily

locally connected.

Example 5. The example given here is a slight modification of an unpublished

one due to L. B. Treybig of a countably compact space ( F, Sr), where Y is " the

long interval", and 9~ is a topology which is stronger than the usual order topology

put on Y.

Description of the space. Let £2 be the first ordinal with an uncountable number

of predecessors, let £2' be the set of all ordinals less than £2, and for each x e £2',

let I(x) be {x} x an open interval in the real line. Set X= £2' u (J {I(x) | x e £2'},

and for x, y e X, define x<y if (1) x, y e £2', and x<y in £2', or (2) xeCl',ye I(s),

and x^s in £2', or (3) x e I(r), y e £2', and r <y in £2', or (4) x e I(r), y e I(s), and

r <s in £2', or (5) x, y e I(s), and x<y in I(s). Let O be the order topology on X.

Let F= X u {£2}, define x < £2 if x e X, and let & be the order topology on F.

If x e X, 0(x) will denote {ye Y\x<y}. ST will denote the topology on F which

is generated by {B \ B e ¿%, or for some xeX, B=0(x) — £2'}.

The spaces (X, <S) and ( Y, 9~) have the following properties.

(i) (X, 0) is a countably compact (hence pseudocompact), locally connected,

completely regular Hausdorff space.

(ii) (Y, T) is an extension space of(X, 0).

(iii) The Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for (Y, SF).

(iv) Every continuous real valued function on (X, 0) has an extension in C(( Y, SF)).

(v) ( Y, &~) is not locally connected.

Proof, (i) is well known [13]. (ii) holds, for £2' is closed in (X, 0), and X n

(0(x) — £2') # 0, each x e X. As a consequence of the fact that each function in

C(£2') is eventually constant [9], ( F, Sb) is the Stone-Cech compactification of

(X, (9), so since $?<=^ and (X, <D) is pseudocompact, (iv) follows, (v) is obvious.

We prove (iii).

As (F, St) is compact Hausdorff, and M<^9~, (Y, J~) is completely Hausdorff.

To show that every completely regular filter on (F, ST) has nonempty adherence,

it suffices to show that every open filter on ( F, 9~) has nonempty adherence.

Suppose that SF is an open filter on ( F, J~) such that £2 £ f) {F | F e SF}. Then

there is a set F e 9~ n SF with the property that for some xe X, F n (0(x) — £2')

= 0. Therefore, F n [(0(x) — £2')]_ = 0. Clearly, each point of £2' is a limit point
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of 0(x)-Q', so £2'<=[0(x)-Q']-. Hence £n 0(x)cfn [(0(x) - Q')] - = 0. As

0<£^and Fc\GeF, each Ge^ Gn(7-O(x))/0, each GeJ^ Since

Y-0{x) is compact, it follows that (~}{Gr\(Y-0{x)) \GeF}^0.

In [8] it is noted that a Hausdorff space is absolutely closed if and only if every

open filter on it has nonempty adherence. As a consequence of the proof of (iii) and

the fact that ( F, F) is a one-point extension space of a countably compact space,

one obtains the

Corollary 6. An absolutely closed, countably compact, completely Hausdorff

space is not necessarily minimal Hausdorff.

As noted in [3], there does not exist a noncompact, completely regular Hausdorff

space for which the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds. It can be shown, however,

that there exists a noncompact regular space (as used in this paper, the condition of

regularity includes Tx separation) for which the Stone- Weierstrass theorem holds.

An open filter is called regular if it has a base consisting of closed sets. A regular

space is regular closed provided that it is closed in every regular space in which it

can be embedded.

In [12] Herrlich proved that a regular space is regular closed if and only if each

regular filter on it has nonempty adherence. He also showed that there is a regular

space (a subspace of the minimal regular noncompact space constructed in [7]),

which we shall denote by (5, W), with the property that {S, iT) is regular closed,

but not minimal regular. In particular, he showed that there exists a topology

tTc#; ■f^kiT, such that (5, "T) is a compact Hausdorff space.

As a consequence of the fact that every completely regular filter is a regular

filter, every completely regular filter on (S, #") has nonempty adherence. In

addition, (S, W) is completely Hausdorff, for (5, 'f) is completely Hausdorff, and

■fczW. {S, iT) is thus a noncompact regular closed space for which the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem holds.

Two questions which one might consider are the following:

(i) If the Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for a regular space £, is R necessarily

regular closed ?

(ii) Does there exist a regular space R such that the Stone-Weierstrass theorem

holds for R, but R is not second category?

As Example 8 will show, not every space for which the Stone-Weierstrass

theorem holds is second category. If, however, the answer to (i) is yes, then as a

consequence of Theorem 7, the' answer to (ii) must be no.

Theorem 7. Every regular closed space is second category.

Proof. A regular filter base is a filter base consisting of open sets which is equiva-

lent to a filter base consisting of closed sets. In [7] it is shown that on a minimal

regular space (a) every regular filter base which has a unique adherent point is

convergent, and (ß) every regular filter base has an adherent point. The proof given
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in [5] that a minimal regular space is second category depends only on the fact that

(ß) holds on a minimal regular space. Clearly, (ß) holds on a topological space X if

and only if every regular filter on X has an adherent point, and, as noted above,

Herrlich has proved that every regular filter on a regular closed space has an

adherent point.

Example 8. Let X= [0, 1], let "T be the usual topology on X, let Q be the set

of all rational numbers in X, and define HF to be the weakest topology on X such

that y<=ir and QeiT.
As noted in [6], (X, if) is an absolutely closed space which is not minimal

Hausdorff. In addition, ir<^ifr, so (X, iV) is completely Hausdorff, and the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem holds for (X, Of).

For each q e Q, the set F(q) = {q} u (X- Q) is a closed, nowhere dense set in

(X, IT), and X= (J {F(q) | q e Q}, so (X, iT) is not second category.
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